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DEBATES 

By Raymond White 

 

 I don’t like debates. Well, I don’t mean debates per se (the right to argue is 

democracy’s first line defense), I mean I don’t like the way we typically conduct them. 

Specifically, I don’t like moderated debates. 

 Every conservative knows that in a moderated debate, the moderator is on the side 

of the democrat, giving soft-ball questions to the democrat to help him or her promote the 

democrat agenda and giving loaded questions to the republican. 

 But that underhanded bias is not my real complaint. My real complaint is: why 

should debates be moderated at all? A debate is between two or more debaters, why 

should a moderator have the privilege of deciding what the debaters should talk about? 

The debaters should decide what they talk about; after all, it’s their debate. Let them have 

at each other and get the moderator out of there. All a moderator does is suck up time and 

skew the debate in favor of his favorite party. Get him out of there! We don’t need him. 

An open debate is just fine. 

 But how do you make an open debate fair? How do you guarantee fair time to 

each debater? How do you prevent the debaters from talking across each other so that the 

loudest mouth wins simply because he drowns out his opponent?  

Easy. Here is my idea of a Fair Debate: 

 The debaters each have a microphone and the mics are plugged into a timer. The 

timer rotates the mics. Candidate A gets a live mic for one minute, than candidate B, and 

so on in rotation for the full scheduled debate time. If one minute isn’t enough, then two 

minutes, or five, or whatever the debaters agreed to. Candidates with dead mics can keep 

talking if they want, but what’s the point of talking into a dead mic? No one can hear 

him. His time would be better spent shutting up and listening to what his opponent has to 

say so that he can respond intelligently when his mic comes on.  

 Now, I suppose, some belligerent candidate might yell at his opponent across the 

stage just to distract his opponent even though his own mic is off. Okay then, put them 

into sound proof booths so that when one’s mic is off, there is nothing to do but to shut 

up and listen.  

 How do they know that their mic is on or not? By red and green lights of course. 

Green means on, red means off, and yellow is a five second warning. Even politicians can 

understand that. 

 And that is how I would conduct a Fair Debate. 

 By the way, this format would work as well for radio, and the candidates wouldn’t 

even have to be in the studio! They can both call in from home, the radio host explains 

the rules, turns on their mics and their flip-flop timers, and away they go. 

 This would also work as well for more than two candidates, like primaries. 

 Now that would be a fun and useful debate. Let the candidates talk about what 

they want to talk about. After all, it’s their debate, they’re the ones making the promises, 

they’re the ones with the messages — let’s hear what they have to say, and get rid of the 

left-leaning moderators. 

 


